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North Salem Planning Board Minutes 
April 15, 2009 

7:30 PM – Annex 
 

PRESENT:  Cynthia Curtis, Chairwoman 
   Charlotte Harris, Board Member 
   Gary Jacobi, Board Member 
   Bernard Sweeney, Board Member 
   Hilary Smith, Planning Consultant 
 
ABSENT:  Robert Tompkins, Board Member 
   Roland A. Baroni, Town Attorney - not required to attend 

 
Chairwoman Cynthia Curtis calls the April 15, 2009 North Salem Planning Board Meeting to order. 
 
REGULAR MEETING: 
 
1. Hawley Woods Subdivision:     (owner – Hawley Woods, Ltd.) 
 Subdivision      (location – 396 – 404 Hawley Road) 
 
Declare Intent and Circulate for Lead Agency. 
 
Cynthia states that we have a quick Resolution prepared for the circulation of the Lead Agency Declaration for 
the Hawley Woods Subdivision.  The Declaration is being circulated under the State Environmental Quality 
Review Act.  This involves the subdivision of an approximately 48-acre parcel of land in an R-4 zoning 
district into five lots for single family use.     
 
Chairwoman motions that the Planning Board Declare Their Intent to be the Lead Agency.  The EAF 
Part 1, and Project Plans will be Circulated to all Interested and Involved Agencies.   Charlotte Harris 
seconds.  All in favor.  No opposed. 
 
After the motion Cynthia speaks with Dan Coppelman and states that he should have Bonnie Von Ohlsen 
contact the Planning Board Office.  A circulation list with approximately 48 names has been generated, most 
of which will be circulated electronically.  Dawn has been compiling a list of individuals who will require a 
hard copy.  Hilary asks for a copy of the Declaration as well as the Circulation List.  Cynthia asks Hilary how 
detailed the Plan should be that the Applicant is going to submit.  Hilary states that a Site Plan with grading 
should be sufficient, one overall plan sheet, and one plan sheet showing grading.  The size is discussed as 
possibly 11 x 17. 
 
WORK SESSION: 
 
2. Discussion: 
 

• Steep Slopes Law 
 
Cynthia states that the Planning Board has made a lot of progress with this Draft Law.  Cynthia has been 
working on the support materials for steep slopes in general and started pulling documents together on the 
NWWC Compact Plan with the City and the Greenway Plan that had already been adopted a few years ago.  
Both of those documents anticipate and hope that Towns will adopt steep slopes ordinances.  Cynthia believes 
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the Board has incorporated all of the information they have brought up.  We backed off on the full restrictions 
of the 25% and over, which will provide leniency for the Board to make allowances.  Cynthia states that it is 
time to forward this Draft Law over to the Town Board for their review, and possibly a Public Hearing.  The 
Town Board may want our Board to give a presentation.  Cynthia asks the Board if they would like Hilary to 
highlight the changes from the last discussion, or are they comfortable with this final draft.   
 
Bernard states that he is concerned with the latest letter from Rick O’Rourke.  Cynthia states that she believes 
this is a Town Board issue that they should consult with Roland on.  They make an interesting point, but 
Cynthia states that it is at the Town Board level, and not necessarily at the Planning Board level.  Bernard 
states that this Board should comment on the fact that we are presenting this Draft to the Town Board, and 
provide documentation with respect to the exempt activities.  Bernard states that this is important because it is 
relative to housing which has been mandated.  Cynthia states that if we did not have a Steep Slopes Law we 
would still have a SEQR and Site Plan process.  Regarding the letter from Mr. O’Rourke, Mr. Reisler has 
submitted a few pre-sketch plans regarding his Seven Springs Farm property. Mr. Reisler knows he can’t build 
on very steep slopes and that the SEQR would be impossible.  The City and DEP would go after them.  A 
Steep Slopes Law is to pick up everyone else who doesn’t go through the Planning Board process, and gives 
the Building Inspector the ability when someone comes in for a Building Permit to deal with Steep Slopes.  
Cynthia states that Mr. O’Rourke is referring to items of policy which should be discussed at the Town Board 
level.  Cynthia states that she does not believe Mr. Reisler has a real issue.  Cynthia states that Mr. Reisler can 
get to all of the buildable portions of his property.  Cynthia states that we have seen two sketch plans which 
show a lot of buildings with a lot of houses.  Both sketch plans did not show construction on very steep slopes. 
 Bernard states that the Town has designated certain areas for multi-family.  For us to come along and state 
that the areas can’t be used is a concern.  Cynthia states that is not what this Draft Law recommends.  Cynthia 
states that when this specific site was designated as multi-family, in the DGEIS for the Continental rezoning, 
we made it very clear that we have laws regarding environmental issues, as well as staying out of wetlands and 
steep slopes.  This ordinance will be more of an impact to an average homeowner, than a developer.  A 
developer is going to have to adhere to strict regulations on steep slopes through the Site Plan process.  Gary 
asks what designated sites are being referred to in the letter from Rick O’Rourke.  Cynthia states that the site is 
the Seven Springs Farm site next to the Waterview Nursing Home.  Cynthia states that we have zoned three 
sites as MF-4 and MF-6.  Hilary states that those are not necessarily for affordable housing.  It has a 
component of affordable housing.  Gary states that is where he is not understanding the language in the letter.  
Gary is not sure what is being referred to, and states that may be enough to stop this.  Cynthia asks Gary, to 
stop what?  Gary talks about stopping what is being asked for.  Cynthia states that it is the Planning Board’s 
job to propose legislation, and it is the Town Board’s job to deal with policy decisions.  Gary talks about the 
Planning Board owing the Town Board a determination.  Cynthia does not want the Planning Board to provide 
an opinion to the Town Board without the Town Attorney weighing in first.  Cynthia talks about sending over 
the latest Draft Law to the Town Board, make sure that they have the letter from Mr. O’Rourke, and that they 
take it under advisement with council.  If the Town Board wants to send the Draft back to us we will be happy 
to review it, but we feel that they should take the first flush with the letter.  Bernard suggests sending the Draft 
Law as well as an addendum with the letter.  Cynthia states that we will re-attach the letter and state how 
important affordable housing is and that this letter should be responded to.  Gary asks if John White’s group is 
going to designate sites as part of their Comprehensive Plan.  Cynthia states that they are in the middle of 
discussions regarding affordable housing.  Cynthia states that no sites have been designated as 100% 
affordable housing.  Sites have been designated as MF-4 and MF-6.  Anyone who does a subdivision of more 
than 10 lots must provide affordable housing.   
 
Gary refers to the Draft Law and asks if we defined on an undeveloped lot how big the steep slope area would 
have to be.  Hilary believes it is 1,000 square feet.  It is listed in the definition of steep slopes.  Gary is not sure 
that all of the definitions are needed.  Cynthia states that the Building Inspector has spoken with the 
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Comprehensive Plan Committee (CPC) and asked them for more definitions.  Charlotte states that more 
continuity in the definitions has been asked for.  Cynthia states that recommendations to the Comprehensive 
Plan are to add more definitions in the Zoning Ordinance and to look for consistency.  Cynthia talks about 
having a definition section in the Code.  Gary is leery of putting in definitions in every chapter in every 
document.  Cynthia states that the Building Inspector’s interpretation is that more definitions are needed.  Gary 
agrees, but is not sure this is the place to do it.  Cynthia suggests speaking with the CPC about having a 
centralized place for all definitions.  Gary agrees that should be part of the Comprehensive Plan. 
 
Gary refers to Page 9, and asks if feedback has been obtained from Roland.  Cynthia states that it is not 
necessary.  Hilary states that it would be good to have Roland comment on this Draft Law before it is sent to 
the Town Board.  Gary inquires as to why the hearing would not be opened to the public.  Hilary states that 
compared to how other sections of the Code deal with this issue, this is very detailed.  Hilary’s thought was 
that if you want a shorter and less complicated Code, than let’s get rid of unnecessary details.  Gary states that 
this could almost go into the part of the Comprehensive Plan that has to do with definitions.  Cynthia will ask 
about that, and states there is an administrative section of the Code.  Cynthia states that this is a question for 
Roland, as well as the code company. 
 
Gary refers to Page 10, I-1 in regards to numbering the sections.  Cynthia states that when we decide what all 
of the sections are, then the numbers will be filled in.  Gary asks what the number is now.  Hilary states that it 
should be two.  Since she does not have a chapter number, all of the references may not be filled in yet.   
 
Cynthia refers to Page 15 in regards to design standards.  Hilary states that she is waiting for Frank to 
comment on consistency regarding the Chapter 189 percentage.   
 
Cynthia discusses making a referral to Roland and Frank.  If neither of them have major issues, we will then 
forward the Draft Law to the Town Board for their consideration.  If Roland and Frank have issues, we will 
hold this over until our next Meeting.  Cynthia talks about the Town Board putting this on their Work Session 
in May. 
 
Gary refers to Page 15 and asks how we go about protecting wildlife.  Cynthia states that the wording is 
generic.  If it were a nesting site, we would try to get them to move.   
 
Charlotte states that the whole document flows better.  Cynthia states that as with a lot of ordinances, we will 
not know how this Draft Law shapes out until it is used.  If after one year we may ask the Building Inspector to 
come in for a Work Session to see what is working and what is not working, and make the necessary changes.  
Cynthia states that we had to do that with the drop-down conditions in the zoning.  We had a whole session 
with the Zoning Board of Appeals as far as what was not clear and did not quite work.  Cynthia states that even 
when we start working with the Chapter 189 provisions we may see items that do not work.  Cynthia would 
like to get this Draft Law over to the Town Board and let the public react to it.  Charlotte confirms that the 
public will be able to comment on it at the Town Board level.  Cynthia states that the Town Board may want to 
have an open Work Session on it prior to a Public Hearing.  They may want Hilary, Frank and Bruce to attend. 
 
Cynthia obtains authorization to forward this Draft Law to Roland and Frank.  They will forward their issues 
back to the Planning Board.  Otherwise, the Draft Law will be forwarded to the Town Board. 
 
3. Next Meetings: 
 

• Regular Meeting – May 13, 2009 
• Work Session – May 20, 2009 
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4. Comments from the Chair: 
 
Cynthia states that she has been working on the Stormwater Report which is due the first of June every year.  
Cynthia states that the Town’s are being audited if they do not prepare their yearly report listing their 
stormwater requirements.   
 
Cynthia states that we may receive a Site Plan Waiver request from the Peach Lake Sewer District.  They are 
proposing to install a pumping station on the property of Peach Lake Commons.  Cynthia states that it will be a 
small structure with a stone wall and a planting area.  Cynthia states that if it does meet our criteria for Waiver 
of Site Plan, she suggested it go to the Architectural Review Board for their comments, as that location is very 
visible.  Cynthia talks about a possible round-about in that area in the future and wants to make sure the room 
will be available.  Cynthia states that the proposal is to mimic the design of the approved Peach Lake 
Commons Building.  The size is being proposed at 10 x 12. 
 
Cynthia talks with the Board about beginning work on a Noise Ordinance. 
 
Cynthia talks about working on definitions and making them consistent. 
 
Cynthia states that the Building Inspector mentioned revisiting the Wetlands Ordinance.  Cynthia told Bruce 
that it would be nice if the CAC were involved with that.  Bruce would like to see an abbreviated process for 
people who would like to plant in a wetland area, versus people who would like to take plants out of a wetland 
area. 
 
5. Resolution: 
 
Chairwoman motions to adjourn the Planning Board Meeting.  Bernard Sweeney seconds.  All in favor.   No 
opposed. 
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